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Backyard discovery skyfort ii

I really love this set. Does it take forever? Sure! But... here is what I did: Upon its arrival, my best friend and I before going to bed, and our massive garage to put everything. The very first step? Print the PDF version of the manual (found online) on pages. I just printed the actual steps of the page, and not everyone else. So, use your print pages option to save
yourself some trees. Next, I bought a fold top, cheap sandwich bags and had a couple of sharps handy. Then we opened the boxes and pulled out the labels (there was no packing slip in one box, so we just used the disposal process). There is no rhyme or reason as it's all packed, except it's great in 3 boxes like a puzzle. The steps are you put together a
large item first (monkey bars, swing, assembly, stone walls, rear staircase, crow's nest base and slide). Then it goes to step by step how to build a clubhouse. After the main structure is together, you add all the things. We took the first page(s) and found all the items needed to create the first big item. We laid them all into the pile, found all the
nuts/bolts/locks/etc. and put them in separate baggies (clearly marked). We stacked them all together, and put the appropriate documents on top of it. Then on to the next big piece of parts and leaves... and next, and next. Soon all the main items were placed in piles, with each piece of wood and hardware, with leaves that told you how to build them, laying
on top. Next, we came to the instructions for each step of the main structure / club. Since you can't really group them together, we literally went over the pages. Each sheet has some pieces of wood and hardware are needed, listed on top. Some piles were 1 piece of wood, and a screw or two ... some piles were MULTIPLE. (Oh... every baggie, with
hardware, I like to write something like monkey bars - bolt # and what size / quantity ... just look at all these examples of photos, cause I don't want to explain it wrong). But, we just walked through the leaves. With all this to. It took us 2 nights... only two of us (and a few adult drinks). Here was my thought process... I had myself, my husband, and 2 other
couples wanting to come over and help one Saturday. What did I want? One book that is being passed around, people looking at things using the wrong pieces, losing things, etc. If I had them a day, I needed to make the most of it. It totally worked! It was the most methodical madness... Ever. All the comments from friends were I'm so glad you had it all so
organized! They all came over Saturday morning. They brought their workouts and bits (and coffee). We started right away (about 11). Each pair grabbed one of the larger item piles, and put together whatever it was one piece of advice? Pay attention to the slide... fastening the wood to the You need to leave a little slide at the end. The piece of wood does
not sit level with the end of the slide. I missed this. Fortunately, a friend had a good idea how to fix it without making more holes on the slide... thanks, buddy!). After all the objects were built, we sedated them in the yard. Now it was to build a clubhouse. This part was more difficult to work with all 6 hands. But, some worked, and others were grabbing
items/tools/instructions/etc. We decided to build most of the club on the driveway, on a flat surface, and easy access to all the steps that were still laid out in the garage. When we got to the point that we felt we should move it, we brought it down (again, relevant to the photos). From there, we had people going every step down, and the crew alternately
working on the other steps (it was pretty hot that day, so the shutdown was nice). But, it was great to have some extra business and encouragement. ;) In the end, we had all the crew joining the big merchandise simultaneously, and a lonely man set up a crow's nest (this thing is seriously the most time consuming part of it all). While they were finishing all the
last details, I ran to Home Depot, and picked up £15 pound bags to play sand. I think we wound up just using 12-13 bags, you all matter. By 7pm, every last item was done, the sandbox was filled in, and the kids were having a blast. Later we got about 5 edging, and edged out of irregular shape, around the play set. It took about 6 yards to play peel to fill it
with a few inches (makes my mama's heart feel better when someone falls). All in all, I'm estimating it took about as long as to lay out the parts as it was to put it together. However... it was totally worth it. I will not do it in any other way. Nothing was lost, damaged, installed incorrectly (except almost the lower board slide). Some pieces were a little warped.. but
none were broken. It's the VUDS. Not every piece will be perfect. Do I regret this purchase? Absolutely not! My kids are how can we go and play in our park before dinner? They love it. They are 3.5 and 2, and play just great on it. It's a lot long. Adults can fit ... even in the crow's nest. Can I get up completely (I'm 5′11)? No. But we have older kids coming to
play on it, and no child is too big for it, yet. I think the oldest child we had like 10.5? Maybe a parent. The slide is long... even I happen a bit of it. Before I added the chip shavings, I could splinter from monkey bars (there are 4 bars) without touching the ground. With chips, I just have to pick up my legs. Girls are too small to do monkey bars alone. I've seen
some people block at the entrance to it, into the club house, and leave them off altogether, but my kids didn't attempt without us, so we chose to leave it on friends/cousins. They learned to do stone walls quickly, and love it. They eat on the picnic table a lot. Collapse? Their friends can not keep the sand in the sandbox. I'm discussing building something that
keeps it closed so these friends can't get into it... I HATE cleaning up the sand from the bottom deck. Seesaw swings are awesome because the girls aren't big enough to pump on a normal swing really well, yet. They happen to have that double swing like crazy, so I don't always have to be to push them to the other 2. The telescope is fun. It is not increased
or anything, but no one has complained. I see us getting many years of good use from this. I'm so happy I didn't get a smaller set. Truly... for a price, you get as many options for them to play, and kids of all sizes can fit. It is very very durable, and looks beautiful in the yard. I'm glad to answer the questions! Skyfort II will raise your children's imagination and
your landscape. With a raised club, a wrapable veranda, and a crow's nest complete with your telescope, this towering play and will feel like your own wooden castle. And there are plenty of fun, safe ways to move around this personal castle: full-length monkey bars swing them straight into a raised clubhouse, challenge the rock wall allows them to climb
directly to the porch, and a 10-foot quick slide slithers them right back down.  Skyfort II will raise your children's imagination and your landscape. With a raised club, a wrapable veranda, and a crow's nest complete with your telescope, this towering play and will feel like your own wooden castle. And there are plenty of fun, safe ways to move around this
personal castle: full-length monkey bars swing them straight into a raised clubhouse, challenge the rock wall allows them to climb directly to the porch, and a 10-foot quick slide slithers them right back down.  An error occurred while processing your request. by Backyard Discovery| Products 980304061| Raised clubhouse with wooden roof, windows, entrance
form, and bay windows easy assembly - Support step-by-step interactive BILT® app Two belt swings and one 2-person swing glider Rock climbing wall and flat step record stairs 10ft. Wave Slide and Monkey Bars No $1,598.00Out stock in Sorry, we are currently out of this item. Check out the following alternates for comparable items: Membership is
required to complete the in-club or curbside pickup purchase at Sam's Club. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc.
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